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Marxist view, and I address these objections by showing how and why the Marxist model is relevant in their particular cases.  The 
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to resurrect Marx’s contributions to alienation and to argue that the Marxist paradigm is still a relevant and useful 

mode for dealing with present-day alienation.  Doing this will require, not only revisiting Marx’s view of alienation, but also replying to various 

objections raised against the Marxist view.  This paper will address these objections by showing how and why the Marxist model applies to these 

apparent counter-examples.  The ultimate goal of this paper is to begin to show that a lot of the present-day forms of alienation, for example the 

alienation faced by Latino/as, are both theoretically and practically consistent with Marx’s view.  I shall suggest, in fact, that such forms of 

alienation are explicable in terms of Marx’s view.

     The concept of alienation is not something that is new or unique to the writings of Marx.  The term alienation has always been used to denote 

a relationship of estrangement or false opposition between things that in reality are not foreign or antagonistic to each other, but are in fact 

unified or interdependent (e.g. sinners from God).  What is new in Marx’s use of alienation is the way he argues that our contemporary society is 

alienated.  He argues that the alienation faced by our contemporary society arises from the contradictions associated with capitalism.  For 

example, capitalism claims to emancipate the whole of humanity from the drudgeries of slavery.  On close inspection, however, Marx shows us 

that capitalist freedom is not really very liberating.  This discrepancy leads to false expectations of what a human life should be (i.e. autonomous 

individuals) when the reality is that life under capitalism is subjected to a new form of slavery (i.e. wage-slavery).  In other words, capitalism 

raises people’s expectations into believing that everyone is worthy of living a self-fulfilling life, when the reality is that life under capitalism is 

far from self-fulfilling.  It is this failure of the capitalist system to be able to deliver on the promise of self-realization that leads to an alienated 

consciousness.  So for Marx, alienation is a phenomena that goes beyond the individual and is, instead, a characteristic of certain social 

relationships.

     For this reason, Marx’s view does not focus exclusively on the individual and on the psychological afflictions of alienation, but he also deals 

in depth with the social aspects of alienation.  In today’s discourse, however, the topic of alienation is typically narrowed to dealing with 

alienation as a psychological affliction.  In other words, current literature on alienation focuses almost exclusively on the topic of self-alienation. 

 The problem with focusing almost exclusively on the psychological aspects of alienation is that the other aspects (e.g. alienation from nature, 

from our work...etc) are either totally ignored or are dismissed as not being as important.  This neglect of the social aspects of alienation is the 

proverbial ‘Achilles heel’ of most contemporary views and it is what makes them incapable of being able to address the issue of alienation in 

contemporary society.

ALIENATION IN TRADITIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE

One example of such neglect comes from traditional social science.  Traditional social science frequently treats alienation as being a form of 

social deviance (i.e. an affliction suffered almost exclusively by foreigners or deviants) 1.  This view of alienation rests on three key assumptions: 

that the alienated know that they are alienated, that the alienated are restricted to a minor segment of society, and finally that assimilation to 

social norms is the only real solution to alienation. 2  These assumptions, however, rest on shaky ground.  Beginning with the first assumption, it 

seems that most self-alienated people either do not recognize their alienation or, at the very least, try to deny their alienation.  This point is of 

central importance in the light of the methodology used to uncover alienation by traditional social science.  Traditional social science used the 

ethnographic approach to uncover and probe the lives of the alienated.  Basically, this approach was to ask the subjects whether or not they were 

alienated and what that experience was like for them.  This approach is also problematic because can not but under count the number of alienated 

people.  In fact, there is no reason to believe that an entire culture or society is not deeply alienated.  It could very easily be the case that the 

majority of the people in any given society are in fact alienated (e.g. the working class), instead of the minority, as the second assumption 

requires.  

    If we allow for the possibility that the majority of a population can be alienated, then assimilation to social norms, as the third assumption of 

traditional social science posits, will not necessarily be a solution to alienation, but might actually lead to deepening one’s own alienation. 



 Traditional social science overlooks this possibility, because its view of alienation is very narrow.  Coming out of the ethnographic approach, it 

restricts itself to the psychological aspects of alienation and therefore can not take into account the other aspects of alienation (i.e. social aspects). 

  

THE EXISTENTIALIST VIEW OF ALIENATION

The Existentialist view is on the other side of the alienation spectrum, but it is also a  problematic view.  This view argues that alienation is not an 

abnormality, as traditional social science had argued, but an inescapable part of the human experience.  Diametrically opposed to the view of 

traditional social science; Existentialism actually argues that conformism is the ultimate state of alienation. Some examples of the Existentialist 

view can be seen in Sartre’s book Being and Nothingness , where he illustrates what he believes to be the fundamental dichotomy of the human 

psyche: being-in-itself and being-for-itself.  Sartre argues that humans are fundamentally beings-for-themselves (i.e. free consciousness), but 

because of our fears, we inherently alienate ourselves through what he calls ‘Bad Faith’.  For Sartre, alienation or ‘Bad Faith’ arises when a 

being-for-itself (i.e. a free-consciousness) begins to act as an in-itself (i.e. a passive thing); that is when humans deny their inherent freedom and 

begin to act as determined things.  We also get this Existentialist sense of overwhelming alienation in Kierkgaard’s fragmented self.  Kierkegaard 

claims that humans are inescapably alienated, because in a sense, we are caught between heaven (human soul and virtues) and earth (human body 

and its desires) (Schmitt A&F 23-9).  

    When dissected closely, the Existentialist view of alienation turns out to be unfruitful.  Part of the problem is that the Existentialist view begins 

and ends exclusively with the individual.  It never really goes much beyond the self except to say that conforming to norms and social roles is the 

very essence of alienation.  Therefore, following Richard Schmitt in his book   Alienation and Class, Existentialism can be thought of as an 

alienated view of alienation (Schmitt A&C 208-16).  In other words, the Existentialist view is a view of people who are themselves alienated and 

are attempting to understand their own alienation from the inside.  The problem with such attempts is that they never actually get past their own 

alienation (i.e. they are always working within an alienated framework), because for the most part, they stay so focused on the individual self and 

are very suspicious of all social interactions.  If we begin with the assumption that all social interactions are suspect, then the Existentialist 

conclusion is not very surprising; Existentialism concludes that alienation is either an essential or irreversible part of the human condition.

    The Existentialist conclusion does little to help solve the problem of alienation.  Furthermore, to say that alienation is an inescapable or 

irreversible part of humanity is a contradiction in terms.  Alienation, specifically self-alienation, is by definition the negation of humanity; that is 

alienation is at some level the estrangement or opposition of humans to their own humanity.  If humans are forever doomed to be alienated, then 

the concept of humanity suddenly becomes a very empty concept.  “Humanity,” as a concept, only has meaning when it is contrasted to its 

opposite (i.e inhumanity or lack of humanity).  Alienation can not be an essential part of humanity simply because it is, by definition, a defect of 

the human condition that needs resolving.  If the Existentialist view is correct and what we currently refer to as alienation is really an inevitable 

or irreversible part of the human condition, then that which we currently refer to as alienation would not actually be alienating at all.  

    This view is prima facie wrong.  There is such a human condition which makes us strangers to ourselves, to others, to our works, to our world 

and to our humanity.  This is a condition that most of us living in a contemporary capitalist society encounter.  This does not mean that we are 

doomed to an alienated life, but it does suggest that overcoming this condition will neither be quick nor easy.  In short, the human condition 

becomes alienated when, at a given historical juncture, the opportunity to be a fully realized human is present as a real possibility, but because of 

certain circumstances, conditions, or structures, this possibility is not realized or realizable. 3  It is this condition of blocked potentialities that 

both traditional social science and Existentialist views fail to adequately address.

BACKGROUND

Having critiqued the view of alienation in traditional social science and existentialism, we are brought to Marx’s view of alienation. Getting at 

Marx’s view, however, is not without its problems and misinterpretations.  For example, when first reading Marx on alienation, it is tempting to 



say that Marx believes capitalism to be the root cause of all alienation, but this is not in fact what Marx is saying.  Marx argues that the advent of 

private property, the division of labor and the wage-relation created new conditions that brought with them a new form of alienation.  It is this 

form of alienation that affects our contemporary society, and it is this form of alienation that must be overcome by the overthrow of capitalism.  

HEGEL AND THE LEFT HEGELIANS

To get a better understanding of Marx’s view of alienation, it is important to first understand where it came from.   Marx’s view of alienation 

originates from the philosophy of Hegel and is also influenced by some of the Hegelian philosophers that came after Hegel (i.e. the so-called ‘left 

Hegelians’).  For Hegel, the problem of alienation comes up together with the question of knowledge.  Hegel made an important distinction 

between what he regarded as truth and what he regarded as correctness.   As Herbert Marcuse explains, in Hegel’s view “The truth fashions the 

very existence of the object and is not, as in mathematics, indifferent to it” (Marcuse 99-100).  In other words, truth for Hegel was not something 

that was separate from human subjectivity (i.e. human desires, aims, and other biases), but was in fact the subjectivity behind the apparent 

objectivity.

Now, although this negative appears at first as a disparity between the ‘I’ and its object, it is just as much the disparity of the substance with 
itself.  Thus what seems to happen outside of it, to be an activity directed against it, is really its own doing, and Substance shows itself to be 
essentially Subject.  When it has shown this completely, Spirit has made its existence identical with its essence; it has itself for its object just 
as it is, and the abstract element of immediacy, and of the separation of knowing and truth, is overcome.  (Hegel 21).

    In this quote, Hegel is making the point that subjectivity and objectivity, while they appear as opposites, are in fact a unity.  This false 

opposition between the knowing subject and the object known starts to breakdown for Hegel and this breakdown is what leads us to truth.  The 

truth for Hegel is that there is no real antagonism between subject and object; there is for Hegel only the identical subject/object or the all-

encompassing Spirit (i.e. Geist).  For Hegel, alienation takes place when any world-view attempts to separate things out into this subject-object 

dichotomy (e.g. dualism) and then proceeds to think of itself as having the truth.  In summary, for Hegel, there is no complete objectivity 

divorced from subjectivity; there is only an alienated consciousness undergoing the dialectical process 4 of resolution.  

    One last point about the quote above is Hegel’s use and meaning of the term Spirit or ‘Geist’.  For Hegel, Spirit  means a force or an energy 

that underlines everything in existence.  A force or energy, however, that is goal directed or driven towards self-consciousness.  This is the reason 

that Hegel argues that while the external world might seem separate from us, in actuality we are intimately united with it.  For Hegel, it is not 

until we reach a final resolution of this subject-object dichotomy that alienation is finally overcome.  For Hegel, this final stage in the march of 

Spirit (i.e. the various stages that Spirit goes through to reach a resolution) is known as philosophy.  It is also important to point out that this 

process of resolution (i.e. the dialectic) occurs in the realm of mind and not at the physical level.  This final point is of importance, because it is 

what makes Hegel’s philosophy idealistic as opposed to materialistic. 5

    After Hegel’s death, Hegelian philosophy was divided into three branches: a center group, an older more religiously conservative right and a 

younger more anti-religious left.  Marx and his philosophy came out of the left Hegelian tradition.  Out of this left tradition there were two 

Hegelians who heavily influenced Marx and his view on alienation: Bruno Bauer, who remained a consistent Hegelian, and Ludwig Feuerbach, 

who broke with Hegel’s idealism.

    For our purposes, the main importance of Bauer’s philosophy was his critique of religion, but specifically of Christianity and what he saw as 

the purely ‘symbolic’ role of Jesus Christ.  Bauer’s critique of religion, in Christianity Revealed , was that the ideals and virtues of humanity had 

been alienated from humanity by being symbolically enshrined in the individual Jesus Christ.  While his critique of religion may have placed 

Bauer in fierce opposition with the right Hegelians, Bauer’s critique of religion was still squarely within the Hegelian framework.  In other 

words, Bauer was still a Hegelian idealist and his critique of religion was strictly an idealist critique that presupposed both Hegel’s dialectic and 

his idealism.

    This is different from what Feuerbach did in his philosophy.  Feuerbach’s whole philosophy rested on his critique of religion, but unlike Bauer, 

Feuerbach was also critical of Hegel and of idealism.  Feuerbach eloquently summarizes his critique of religion and of idealism in the following 



passage from the Essence of Christianity :

Religion is the dream of the human mind.  But even in dreams we do not find ourselves in emptiness or in heaven, but on earth, in the realm 
of reality; we only see real things in the entrancing splendor of imagination and caprice, instead of in the simple daylight of reality and 
necessity.  Hence I do nothing more to religion – or to speculative philosophy and theology – than to open its eyes, or rather to turn its gaze 
from the internal towards the external; i.e. I change the object as it is in the imagination into the object as it is in reality.  (Feuerbach, preface)

    To better understand the passage it is important to explain what exactly Feuerbach was attacking and what he was attempting to put in its 

place.  In the traditional Hegelian model, Spirit (e.g. thought or mind conceived as a collective active agent) is treated as the main subject and the 

physical external world, or more specifically humanity, as a species, is treated as being the predicate or merely a property of this overarching 

Spirit.  What Feuerbach and his materialist critique did was to reverse that order and begin instead with the material (i.e the human species) as 

being the real subject and relegated Spirit to the role of predicate or as being merely representative of human attributes, virtues or properties.

    The difference between Bauer and Feuerbach’s philosophy can be summed up as follows: for Bauer religious alienation occurred because the 

beliefs of religion (i.e. human ideals) took on a material human form (i.e. symbolic Jesus); while for Feuerbach the problem was just the 

opposite.  Religion for Feuerbach was the mistaken projection of the physical human species (i.e. real human attributes, human virtues, and 

human characteristics) onto an idealized God, Spirit, or Jesus.  For Feuerbach this projection of humanity outside ourselves and onto Spirit or 

God was in reality a separation of humans from their humanity.  A separation in which humans somehow lost control and began to be governed 

by their own unrecognized human values and virtues.

    The young Marx was initially very taken with Feuerbach and his critique of religion and Hegelian idealism, but he soon came to the 

conclusion that Feuerbach had not gone far enough in his materialist critique of Hegel.   Marx’s main reservation with Feuerbach was that he saw 

Feuerbach as a pseudo-materialist. 6  One example that Marx picked up on was on Feuerbach’s use of the holy family.  Feuerbach claimed that 

only by first seeing through the idealized conception of the holy family, as an expression of our abstract humanity, could the focus be then 

brought back down to the earthly family.  In Marx’s words: “Thus, for instance, after the earthly family is discovered to be the secret of the holy 

family, the former must then itself be destroyed in theory and in practice” (Marx 172).  Marx’s criticism of Feuerbach is that, just as the idealists 

did, Feuerbach relegated all the real changes to the realm of philosophical interpretation.  For Marx, a change of ideas would not in and of itself 

change the material world.  For Marx, both theory and practice are essential for real change.  For that reason, Marx concludes his criticism of 

Feuerbach by saying: “Philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways: The point is to change it” (Marx 173).   

    Marx, in an attempt to be more faithful to the principles of materialism, continued from where Feuerbach had left off.  Marx, in his Critique of 

Hegel’s Philosophy of Right and then in the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 , extended this conception of alienation from the 

realm of religion to the arena of politics and then into economics.  The common thread that Marx saw in all three fields (i.e. religion, politics, and 

economics) was that all three were human creations which, instead of being controlled by humans, had taken power over humanity and were 

dominating people’s lives.  In a word, religion, the state, and the economy ruled human lives rather then being ruled by humans in a humane way. 

 In religion for example it was God, in politics it was the state and in economics it was the market; in all three cases there was an artificial 

separation and antagonism which needed to be resolved.

MARX’S VIEW OF ALIENATION

Marx’s most extensive discussion of alienation comes in a section entitled “Alienated Labor”in notebooks that were published after Marx’s death 

and known as the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 7.  According to Marx, this specific form of alienation, alienated labor, arose 

because of the conditions created by the capitalist mode of production; specifically because of the rise of private property, division of labor, and 

the wage-relation.  In this section Marx presents six different aspects to what he calls alienated labor 8.  These six aspects are the following: 

humanity’s alienation from the product of its labor, humanity’s alienation from the process of production, humans’ alienation from each other, 

humanity’s alienation from its species-being, humanity’s alienation from nature, and finally human self-alienation.  It is important to keep in 

mind that just because these are six distinct aspects, it does not mean that there is some sort of hierarchy or that they can be fully understood in 



isolation from each other.  As we will see, these six aspects are mutually related and have a strong interdependent relationship to each other; an 

interdependent relationship in the sense that these six aspects serve to create an alienated consciousness, which can not be fully grasped without 

understanding all six aspects and their connection to each other.

ALIENATION FROM ONE’S PRODUCT

In the section entitled “Alienated Labor” Marx summarizes the first aspect of alienation (i.e. humanity’s alienation from the product of its labor) 

in the following passage:

All these consequences follow from the fact that the worker relates to the product of his labor as to an alien object.  For it is evident from this 
presupposition that the more the worker externalizes himself in his work, the more powerful becomes the alien, objective world that he creates 
opposite himself, the poorer he becomes himself in his inner life and the less he can call his own.  It is just the same in religion.  The more man puts 
into God, the less he retains in himself.....The externalization of the worker in his product implies not only that his labor becomes an object, an 
exterior existence but also that it exists outside him, independent and alien, and becomes a self-sufficient power opposite him, that the life that he has 
lent to the object affronts him, hostile and alien. (Marx 87)

     In order to explain this passage it is important to mention three critical points.  The first point is what Marx means we he says that labor 

becomes objectified or realized.  Marx’s view is that all products of labor are in essence a summary of the entire process that goes into their 

production.  “The product of labor is labor that has solidified itself into an object, made itself into a thing, the objectification of labor.  The 

realization of labor is its objectification” (Marx 86).  To better understand what Marx is saying here we should use a table for an example.  A 

table is not just a haphazard arrangement of scrap wood, but is the culmination of all the labor (e.g. the logging of a tree, the treatment of the 

wood, the carving, the sawing...etc) that went into its creation.  All the labor that went into making the table is therefore crystalized in the final 

product, which in the end might appear to us as a simple table, but when broken down, we can see that the table is really an entire product of a 

labor process.  This is what Marx means when he says that a worker objectifies or realizes his labor.

    The second point is that, under the capitalist mode of production, objectified labor does not belong to the worker or to society as a whole, but 

is the exclusive property of the capitalist who pays for and directs the worker’s labor-power 9.  Marx calls this separation of humans from their 

objectified labor, the externalization of labor.  “In political economy this realization of labor appears as a loss of reality for the worker, 

objectification as a loss of the object or slavery to it, and appropriation as alienation, as externalization” (Marx 86).   Externalized labor is, for 

Marx, the beginning of alienated labor.  Labor starts to become alienated, because under capitalism this separation of worker from his product 

has the appearance of being a fair market exchange; a fair market exchange of labor-power.

    The idea of commodified labor-power is the third and final point.  Marx agrees that labor-power is a commodity, but he argues that it is a 

commodity unlike any other commodity. 10  Marx finds the idea of commodified labor to be paradoxical.  Paradoxical, because labor, in the verb 

or active sense, is finished the moment it comes into fruition.  In other words, the act of laboring is done the moment it appears and therefore can 

not be bottled up for purposes of trade or exchange.  On the other hand, the capacity or potential to do labor is stable and therefore can be traded 

or exchanged as is any other commodity.  This capacity or potential to do labor is what Marx means by labor-power.

    Another unique feature of labor-power is summarized by Bertell Ollman: “Labor-power is unique among all commodities in having a use-

value which creates a greater amount of exchange-value than its own exchange-value.  That is, labor, the use-value of labor-power,  creates a 

store of commodities, shoes, steel, etc. which exchange for a greater value than that which hired the labor-power expended in their 

production” (Ollman 171).  What Ollman is saying is that unlike other commodities, where the increase in value that they add to a product 

remains consistent with its cost, the increase in value that labor adds to a product exceeds the cost paid for the labor-power.  In other words, when 

a person buys other commodities, they get a fixed amount of externalized labor; but when they buy labor-power, because they are buying only 

the potential to do labor, it is very possible to extract far more value from the worker then what was paid to the worker to reproduce his or her 

labor-power.

    The last point about labor-power is that under capitalism most people have little choice to do anything else, but to sell their labor-power in 

order to survive.  The main reason is that most people have little or no accesses to the means of production and they find that the only commodity 



they have to exchange on the market is their labor-power (i.e. themselves).  Therefore, in order for most people to survive under capitalism, they 

need to work for and under the direction of somebody else.

   So with these three points in mind we can better understand why Marx argues that under capitalism, we are alienated from the fruits of our 

labor.  To begin with, a worker is not necessarily free to sell his or her labor-power, but is actually forced to sell his or her labor-power.  This is 

labor that is torn away from the worker and that becomes the exclusive property of the capitalist.  Under this relationship, workers lose all control 

of their product.  Loss of control in the sense that the workers have no say in what the finished product will be or even how it will be used.  These 

finished products are also estranged to the workers in the sense that the workers do not have access to them.  Why this separation from and loss 

of control over the products of our labor is so damaging to ourselves will be made clearer when we talk about human nature in the section on 

species-being.  For the moment, we need to see how the products of our labor become not only separate, but also antagonistic entities.

    The selling of one’s labor-power is the beginning of a vicious cycle, a cycle where the more the worker produces, the more he or she 

strengthens the capitalist’s position, while at the same time undermining their own.  In the abstract, the reason for this is that the more labor-

power that comes to fruition, (i.e. becomes externalized) the more value the capitalists have to cash in on.  On the other side of the equation, the 

more labor-power that is on the market, as with any other commodity, the lower its exchange value will be.  This leads to a very awkward 

relationship between the workers and their products.  The more the workers externalize themselves to try to make their ends meet, the more their 

position is undermined and the more the position of their oppressors is strengthened.

    Under this type of relationship, Marx argues, the workers do not recognize themselves in their finished product, in fact they relate to their it as 

an opposed and antagonistic other.  Furthermore, the workers need to continue to strengthen this antagonistic order in order to meet their own 

basic needs.  This is an alienation, because the reality is that the products of a person’s labor is an expression or extension of their own person. 

 Objectified labor is the mark that people leave on the world.  The work one does, as we will see in the section on species-being, is supposed to 

be both a materially and spiritually enriching process.  While the capitalist mode of production is not as open about its exploitative nature as 

other modes of production have been (e.g. slavery, feudalism), capitalism still turns people’s livelihood into a form of slavery (e.g. the wage-

relation).  The wage-relation and the market hide the real relationship that people have to the products of their labor and make it appear as though 

work were nothing more than a fair market exchange.

ALIENATION FROM THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION

This distinction, between the appearance and reality of the wage relation, leads right into the second aspect of Marx’s alienated labor, that is 

alienation from the process of production (i.e. alienation from one’s livelihood).  As noted earlier, Marx argues that all products are really just the 

objectification or externalization of a person’s labor.  Marx’s line of reasoning is that if the workers are alienated from the product of their labor, 

it is a sure sign that then they are alienated from the production process. We saw earlier that under the wage-relation the worker’s labor becomes 

estranged; that is the worker’s labor-power is sold to and directed by someone else.  Workers also do not sell their labor-power voluntarily, but 

sell it under the subtle coercion of satisfying their basic needs of survival (i.e you don’t labor, you don’t eat).  Because of this the worker does not 

confirm or realize him or herself in this work, but rather finds this activity to be both physically and mentally debilitating. “..he does not confirm 

himself in his work, he denies himself feels miserable instead of happy, deploys no free physical and intellectual energy, but mortifies his body 

and ruins his mind” (Marx 88).  The workers are alienated in this activity because, while this activity is in reality an integral part of their human 

existence, they come to see it as being the bane of their existence.  “He is at home when he is not working and when he works he is not at 

home” (Marx 88).  In a sense work becomes what people do and not who they are .    

     This estrangement begins with private property, because private property allows for the means of production (e.g. factories, machines, 

tools...etc) to be privately owned and controlled.  This private ownership is typically relegated to an elite few (i.e. the capitalists) and this group 

is not interested in the workers well-being, but in making profits.  This is not because capitalists are evil, but because it is the nature of the 

capitalist game; all businesses must either make profits or die trying.  Since the workers do not own the means of production, they really do not 



have any say about how production should be run (e.g. establish good working conditions or make considerations for the environment) or what 

should be produced (i.e. eco-friendly cars versus Hummers) 11.  Workers therefore do not have much control over the conditions or the 

environment under which they externalize themselves.  This lack of control is alienating, because suddenly, as we saw with Feuerbach, control 

over a vital aspect of human life is relinquished to an abstract human creation (i.e. the market).

    In this sense, even capitalists do not have much control in the production process.  Capitalists find themselves in constant price competition 

with each other and therefore, in order to compete effectively, they must extract as much labor from their workers as possible.  This search for 

more efficient methods of extracting labor from workers leads to new and innovative methods of extracting labor; methods that both de-skill the 

worker and also negatively affect his or her health (e.g. the assembly line).  For Marx, capitalism’s version of the division of labor is key to 

understanding alienated labor.  The reason is that the modern version of the division of labor creates situations that, up until that time, had only 

existed in small degrees.  Today the division of labor is essential to the production of virtually every product one encounters.  For example, the 

shirt on my back was sold to me by a clerk at a retail store, but was shipped and received by various longshoremen, sewn together by various 

people in Vietnam, but made out of cotton that some other people loomed into a fabric; cotton that was picked by completely different people and 

planted by yet another group of people.

    Marx’s argument for overcoming the division of labor is not an argument against efficiency.  What Marx is arguing is that the current process 

of production leads to an alienated product, not only because workers are separated from and put into opposition with their labor, but also 

because the division of labor no longer allows the worker to engage in a complete project.  What exactly constitutes a complete project can be 

debated; the real point is that humans have multiple abilities and various ways of expressing themselves.  Marx’s point is that the more these 

options are restricted or limited, the less of a fully realized human one becomes.  We will see more clearly why this is the case when we get to the 

section on species-being, but for now the point is that the division of labor artificially limits and reduces people’s ability to be well-rounded.

ALIENATION FROM OTHERS

Besides being alienated from their product and from the production process, Marx also argues that humans are alienated from each other.  Here 

Marx is following Hegel, in arguing that the relationship we have to ourselves (i.e. how we see and define ourselves) can only become real and 

concrete through the relationships we have with other people (i.e. there is no individual without the recognition of the others).  There are two 

specific ways in which Marx argues that people are alienated from each other.  The first is through the relationships we have to each other via our 

labor.  Marx’s argument is that, what is true in the relationship a person has with him or herself (e.g. with one’s own labor and products), also 

holds true for the relationships he or she has with other people (e.g. the labor and products of others).  Secondly, Marx points out that competition 

causes a further separation among people, especially among people that work closely together.  The element of competition, by breaking down 

the possibilities for trust and solidarity, turns activities that are cooperative efforts into isolating and stressful endeavors.

    One of the primary relationships that people have to each other is expressed through labor (i.e. labor that is done for society in general and not 

exclusively for the individual).  Under capitalism, this relationship is realized in the exchanges that take place in the marketplace.  In the market 

place, society’s goods and services are distributed based on the principle of supply and demand.  Earlier, it was shown that workers relate to their 

own product as something alien; in other words something that no longer belongs to or expresses them, but belongs to and is directed by another 

person.  Products of labor, as we have also seen, are not just fixed objects but are externalized labor.  So when objects are traded in the market 

place, what is really being traded is the alienated labor of one worker for the alienated labor of another worker.  This form of exchange hides the 

real social aspect of products and gives it an anonymous character.

    This is what Marx in Capital means by the fetishism of commodities. 12  The fetishism is when the exchange value of any product is seen as 

being one of its inherent properties (e.g. something like its shape, size, color...etc.).  The truth is that the exchange value of any product is given 

to it when it goes on the market and is not something that is inherent or fixed in the product.  The reality of market exchanges is that human 

beings are exchanging pieces of themselves for pieces of others. In other words, market exchanges are really human interactions and not 



interactions of things.  When the exchange value of a product is reified, this is all forgotten.  The product that is exchanged in the market comes 

to be seen as an independent entity whose history and even its function are meaningless, because its only real value becomes its exchange value. 

The market exchanges can not be seen as human interactions, but as an interaction among things.  Marx sums this up in the following passage: 

“There, the existence of the things qua commodities, and the value relation between the products of labor which stamps them as commodities, 

have absolutely no connection with their physical properties and with the material relations arising therefrom.  There is a definite social relation 

between men, that assumes, in their eyes, the fantastic form of a relation between things” (Marx 473).

    Therefore, when commodities are exchanged in the market, it seems as though there is no connection between the workers who produced the 

various products.  For example, a bread baker and a shoemaker are seen as having no real relation to each other, because they might never see 

each other when their products are exchanged in the market.  So even though the baker is responsible for feeding the shoemaker and the 

shoemaker is responsible for the health of the baker’s feet, the market makes it appear as though there is only an incidental relationship between 

the two.  The fetishism of commodities has hidden this real human relation and replaced it with a deceptive exchange of commodities.  In this 

way, the same alienation that the worker has towards his or her product is spread to the products of others and consequently to the producers of 

those products as well.  In other words, if one only thinks of his or her product as having exchange value and nothing else; there is no reason to 

attribute any other value to the products of others.  When the products of others come to be seen as only having exchange value, then the people 

who produce these products come to be seen as being a mere means to an end.

    A second way that people are alienated from each other is through competition.  Competition, under capitalism, is credited as being the key to 

innovation and efficiency; and while it does to a large extent achieve these goals, competition also makes real relationships among people (e.g 

trust and solidarity) almost impossible.  Under capitalism people see each other as either a means to improve their own position or as a possible 

threat to their current position.  Under these conditions real friendships, while physically and emotionally enriching, can take the form of 

financial liabilities and become detrimental to an individual’s advancement.  Capitalism, therefore, seems to push us away from our social drive 

and has us believe that selfishness is not only a virtue, but our true human nature.

    As was shown in the earlier example of the baker and shoemaker, people in any society actually depend on each other and cooperate more 

often than they compete with each other.  Cooperation is an essential attribute of humans, not only for emotional health, but also for survival. 

 For example, a human who is really isolated from all other humans would have a very rough time trying to meet all of his or her basic needs.  So 

when we think of ourselves as isolated individuals, as most people living under capitalism tend to do, and when we only focus on our own self 

interest, as we do when we are in competition, we lose sight of the fact that as human beings, we belong to a larger whole (i.e. humanity).  In this 

isolation, we come to believe that our personal interests are always more important than those which promote the well being of our society, our 

community, and even our family.  This, as countless examples show (e.g. the roles taken on by parents, teachers, community leaders, and 

activists) is not always the case.  The division of labor actually betrays just how dependent we all really are on each other.  We do not, for 

example, make all our own cloths nor make all our own food, nor do we create much from the very beginning to the very end.  A truly isolated 

individual does not exist, because in the end we all need somebody either for love or for a little help to get by.  This is part of what Marx means 

when he says that capitalism alienates humans from their species-being (i.e. from their human nature).

ALIENATION FROM SPECIES-BEING  

This brings us to the fourth aspect of Marx’s alienation.  Marx, drawing heavily from Feuerbach, argues that capitalism also alienates humans 

from their species-being.  Marx summarizes this aspect of alienation in the following way:

Thus it is in the working over of the objective world that man first really affirms himself as a species-being.  This production is his active species-life. 
 Through it nature appears as his work and his reality.  The object of work is therefore the objectification of the species-life of man; for he duplicates 
himself not only intellectually, in his mind, but also actively in reality and thus can look at his image in a world he has created.  Therefore when 
alienated labor tears from man the object of his production, it also tears from him his species-life, the real objectivity of his species and turns the 
advantage he has over animals into a disadvantage in that his inorganic body, nature, is torn from him (Marx 91).

    To better understand this passage, we should first begin by explicating the terms ‘species-life’ and ‘species-being.’  By species-life Marx 



means the composite of activities that living things do which is definitive of their species (i.e. the essential traits of a species).  For example, an 

essential characteristic of spiders is that they spin webs.  Therefore when a spider is constructing its web it is partaking in its species-life.  In the 

case of humans, when Marx talks about species-life he is referring to something like human nature; but human nature in a very loose and general 

sense.  

    To begin with, it could be said that Marx’s view of human nature is similar to that of other philosophers.  Similar in the sense that when Marx 

and the other philosophers talk about human nature, what they are talking about is the assortment of human characteristics that separate humans 

from animals.  The difference in Marx’s view, from that of other philosophers, is that for Marx these human characteristics are not fixed.  For 

Marx, if there is such a thing that can be labeled as an essential human characteristic it is that humans have conscious vital activity.  As Marx puts 

it: “The whole character of a species, its generic character, is contained in its manner of vital activity, and free conscious activity is the species-

characteristic of man” (Marx 90).  By conscious vital activity what Marx means is that when humans go about their vital activity (i.e. the general 

activities of a human or animal) humans first think or plan in their imagination how they are going to go about this activity.  Having conscious 

vital activity is what separates or, as Marx sometimes puts it, is the advantage that humans have over animals.  “Conscious vital activity 

differentiates man immediately from animal vital activity.  It is this and this alone that makes man a species-being.  He is only a conscious being, 

that is, his own life is an object to him, precisely because he is a species-being” (Marx 90).

    By species-being Marx is also saying that humans, when they go about their vital activity, are not only doing what is natural for them, but are 

also establishing what is natural for humans.  In other words, as a species-being, the interactions that humans have with the world create or define 

their species just as much as their species directs or defines the interactions of humans.  Writers such as Georg Lukacs have called this 

phenomena the creation of humanity’s ‘second nature.’  An example of this can be seen when humans, as a society or a culture, deem something 

to be inherently inhuman.  Eating dog, for example, is not necessarily unnatural for humans but, because humans can take their species as their 

object and define it, it can and has in many parts of the world become unfit for humans to eat dog.  Not eating dog becomes a sort of second 

nature for people, where humans believe it to be so unnatural to eat dog that they will actually become physically sick if they find out that they 

have eaten dog; even though they might have been in perfect physical health before finding out what they ate.  This, again, is something that is 

unique to the human species and not something that animals do.

    By contrast, the species-life of an animal does not have this malleability, because their vital activity is already defined by their species.  As 

Marx puts it: “The animal is immediately one with its vital activity.  It is not distinct from it.  They are identical” (Marx 90).  Human species-life, 

on the other hand, is not necessarily identical with human vital activity because, as we saw above, human species-life is expressed in the 

contemplation of  human vital activity.  As Marx states it: “Man makes his vital activity itself into an object of his will and consciousness” (Marx 

90).  In summary, both animals and humans have a species-life, which is expressed in their vital activity, but only humans are species-being, 

because only humans have conscious vital activity.

    By saying that humans, and not animals, are species-being Marx is making two important contrasts between animals and humans.  The first is 

that the animals’ vital activity comes directly out of immediate need and is governed by instinct and not any rational thought or conscious 

motivation.  Therefore the species of an animal (e.g shark) directs or defines the animal’s type of vital activity ( e.g. eating otters).  Humans on 

the other hand, according to Marx, do not just act out of instinct but are usually guided by reason or are consciously motivated before they act. 

 This is Marx’s point in the following passage: “A spider conducts operations that resemble those of a weaver, and a bee puts to shame many an 

architect in the construction of her cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is this, that the architect raises his 

structure in the imagination before he erects it in reality” (Marx 434).   

     Secondly, and interestingly enough, animals cannot easily be separated from their creations.  Humans on the other hand can be.  This is 

relevant to Marx for two reasons: one is it shows that for the most part animals produce only to satisfy an immediate need and not for other 

reasons, such as leisure or for the sake of new needs (e.g. satisfy any second natures).  Second, humans, because they can be easily separated 

from their creations, can be easily alienated from their labor.  Animals, on the other hand, cannot be so easily separated from their creations and 



therefore cannot be said to be alienated from their work.

    Marx, in his critique of capitalism, therefore never argues that capitalism deprives or goes against any set of universally fixed human 

properties or traits; his point is simply that humans have an essence which is to give a meaning to their existence.  Marx’s qualm against 

capitalism is that capitalism is full of contradictions and these contradictions eventually make impotent this natural human drive to live a humane 

life (e.g. capitalism presents itself as an emancipator of slaves and serfs, but actually introduces wage-slavery).  Through the wage-relation, 

capitalism makes it seem as though humans live only to satisfy their basic needs and stay alive (i.e. the essence of humanity is reduced to mere 

existence), when the reality is that in their vital activity humans are not just surviving and procreating, but are also creating humanity. 

 Capitalism, by reducing human life to a mere means of survival, robs all of humanity of its species-being.

    In summary, humans affirm themselves as a species-being by consciously working on nature. This means that humans both shape, and are 

shaped by their vital activity.  It is only when human’s species-life and their vital activity are thought of as being antagonistic to each other (e.g. I 

am not my work and my work is not me) that humans start to become alienated from their species-being.  This alienation from species-being 

reaches a climax for Marx when human’s species-life starts to be seen as a means for vital activity (e.g. humans live only to labor).  What this 

does is turn humanity’s advantage and uniqueness over other species (i.e. human nature) into a disability; it turns conscious vital activity into 

debilitating unconscious activity.  Our connection to the world (e.g. the fruits of our labor, our livelihood, our community, the natural world 

around us and even ourselves) becomes a series of antagonistic relationships whose only meaning for us is expressed in a negative sense (i.e. this 

is not who or what I am).

ALIENATION FROM NATURE

This brings us to Marx’s fifth aspect of alienation which is alienation from nature.  To begin with we must understand that Marx’s definition of 

nature is very broad and inclusive.  It is a definition which encompasses pretty much all external objects, including animals and people. 

 According to Marx, the use of nature is required in order for humans to create anything and most importantly in order to live.  So according to 

Marx, the relation that humans have to nature allows for at least two specific things: conscious vital activity (i.e. nature allows for the possibility 

of species-being) and for minimal physical subsistence (i.e. nature allows for the basics to support life).   Nature allows for conscious vital 

activity by providing humans with the objects required in order to bring to fruition what is in the human imagination.  Without the objects of 

nature, any physically and mentally stimulating type of activity would not be possible.  This is of importance to humanity because, as has been 

stated above, humans are species-being which means humans define the human species through conscious vital activity.  Secondly, without an 

external world, humans would not have access to the basic requirements for a minimal physical subsistence.  In other words, humans, or any 

other life form for that matter, could not survive without the use of external objects (e.g. food, water, shelter, tools...etc).

    We should keep in mind that Marx is not trying to argue that there is a separation between nature and humans.  Marx makes this point clear 

when he says: “That man lives from nature means that nature is his body with which he must maintain a constant interchange so as not to die. 

 That man’s physical and intellectual life depends on nature merely means that nature depends on itself, for man is a part of nature” (Marx 90). 

  So for Marx this constant interchange between humans and nature, such as when humans hunt for food or build a house out of wood and stone, 

is not really an interchange between two distinct entities.  For Marx humans are not just a part of nature, but are one with nature.  This is similar 

to the way that Spirit was the overarching universal for Hegel.  For Marx, the relationship that humans have with nature can be thought of as 

being similar to the relationship that Hegel saw with the individual consciousness and the universal Spirit.  So when humans go about their vital 

activity, they are not going to war with nature, but in reality humans are nature working and defining itself.  It is no surprise then that Marx’s 

alienation from nature is similar to Hegel’s alienation of Spirit, in that this alienation arises from a relationship that produces a false dichotomy of 

subject (e.g. humans) and object (e.g. nature).  

    For Marx, the capitalist mode of production creates this estrangement from nature.  First, nature comes to be seen as separate and as an enemy 

that must be overcome by humans.  One reason for this antagonism is that the worker is being paid for his or her labor-power and not for his or 



her harmonious relation to nature.  On the same note, the capitalist is trying to make a profit and if that requires polluting the air, soil, or water, 

then so be it.  Therefore when the worker is laboring or when the capitalist is scheming, nature appears, not just as an other, but as a barrier or an 

opposition that must be overcome.  The possibilities for conscious vital activity that nature provides humanity is now no longer seen as a benefit, 

but as a detriment to the workers and as a nuisance to the capitalist.  Therefore neither capitalist nor worker recognizes him or herself as being a 

part of nature, but on the contrary come to see nature as a separate alien antagonist.

ALIENATION FROM SELF

The final aspect of Marx’s view of alienation is self-alienation.  This aspect of alienation arises from a lack of self-determination and a lack of 

self-realization.  The later part has been dealt with extensively in the discussions of the various other aspects of alienation, specifically in the 

section on species-being.  In this section we will deal with the issue of self-realization by analyzing the role played by the division of labor in 

preventing humanity from achieving a sense of self-realization.  This means that we will be going a bit beyond what Marx wrote in the 

Manuscripts , since Marx did not deal with the division of labor in the Manuscripts , but not beyond what Marx himself wrote in other places 

(e.g. German Ideology and Capital ).  As for the former part, lack of self-determination, this arises from the poverty and the contradictory nature 

of capitalist freedom.  In this section we will start with the issue of freedom and the lack of human self-determination under capitalism.

    For Marx there is a difference between what can be called personal freedom and human freedom.  Personal freedom can be thought of as a 

lower-level freedom, where an individual is free to make personal choices concerning his or her individual life.  Marx does not deny that this 

type of freedom exists in capitalist society, actually Marx praises capitalism for at least offering this type of freedom.  What Marx is arguing is 

that a more fulfilling and overarching freedom, namely human freedom, is to a large extent impaired under capitalism.  Marx’s conception of 

human freedom is a freedom where people, as a whole or as a community, deliberately choose how to organize their social and economic 

institutions (e.g. social autonomy).  As opposed to personal freedom, human freedom can not work when individuals are isolated, but requires the 

interactive participation of others and also some sort of collective decision making process.  This confusion between the two types of freedom is 

at the heart of capitalism’s contradictory nature; capitalism claims to provide people with the most expansive of freedoms, while at the same time 

keeping people isolated and therefore impotent from making real social change (i.e. lacking in human freedom).

    According to Marx, complete human freedom is not possible under capitalism, because one of the main tenets of capitalism is that every 

individual is encouraged to act rationally in his or her own self-interest.  The reasoning behind this tenet is the assumption that the market (a man 

made system of exchange) will automatically take care of coordinating the distribution of social goods, as long as everyone acts in his or her own 

best interest and stays out of everyone else’s way.  In fact, the main assumption underlining capitalism is that the invisible hand of the market is 

better at coordinating society and allocating resources than are the conscious efforts of human beings.  Presumably this is true, because the 

market is an objective system and is not subject to the bleeding hearts of emotional humans.  We have already touched on this reification aspect 

of capitalism when we talked earlier about the fetishism of commodities.

    There are, however, some very glaring flaws within a society ruled by a complete free market system.  Just to give a few examples, there are 

such things as acts of racism, sexism, homophobia and many other forms of general discrimination.  The market in these cases does not offer any 

real solution to combat the discrimination or harassment faced by minorities, women, or even the disabled   The best it can do is offer a 

prediction that in the long run businesses and people that discriminate might not be as successful as those that do not discriminate.  Actions to 

correct these injustices can not come solely from personal choices, but can only be resolved with the use of human freedom (e.g. collective social 

action against the discrimination of people and for the ability of those people to define themselves).  So while there are now some laws against 

discrimination in the United States, these laws did not come from adherence to the principles of the market, but from large social movements that 

at times required the use of civil disobedience.   

    In the history of the United States there are many examples of successful social movements, which can serve as examples of human freedom, 

but these examples are limited and are more the exception than the norm (e.g. the Montgomery Bus Boycott, any and all fights for better wages 



and working conditions).  This lack of human freedom, under capitalism, eventually begins to impinge on our personal freedom, and thereby 

creating an alienated view of our role in the world.  We begin by believing that we are free and that we make our choices with our own best 

interest in mind, but yet these choices seem to work against us more often then not.  This is because while capitalism has provided humanity with 

an enormous amount of personal freedom, it has drastically limited the choices people have to make.  So for example, people in our society are 

given the free choice between owning a Toyota or owning a Ford, but the choice of not owning a polluting automobile is never really on the 

table.  This type of example can be multiplied by the hundreds, and you begin to see that what we have under capitalism is a people that is free to 

choose, but that in reality have no real choice to make.  This eventually leads to feelings of powerlessness (e.g. well, what will happen will 

happen) or feelings of hopelessness (e.g. well, humanity is destined to destroy itself) that some groups, such as the Existentialists, have 

emphasized as central to the human condition.

    We do, however, get glimpses of the power of human freedom.  A current example can be seen in the development of anti-war activist Cindy 

Sheehan.  Cindy was always personally against the 2003 invasion of Iraq, even when her son went to fight in Iraq.  Her son was later killed in 

Iraq and shortly after his death, she was able to meet with president George W. Bush.  She was, however, so overcome with shock at her son’s 

death, and maybe even a sense powerlessness, that she could not say to George W. Bush what she wanted to say.  Today, however, thanks largely 

to the support of hundreds of thousands of anti-war activists, she is no longer alone and has a new found voice that she could never have had as a 

single isolated individual.  Her question to Mr. Bush: “What noble cause did my son die for?” and her statement to the world: “U.S. out of Iraq 

now!” has now been amplified by a million decibels.

    Now that we have a better understanding of what human freedom is and how it is different from personal freedom, we can move on to see why 

Marx thinks human freedom and the economy conflict with each other.  It is a given that the economy plays a huge role in the development of 

any society.  Economical decisions determine a lot of important things, such as what gets built, what gets produced, and how many people are 

employed.  Under capitalism, human freedom and the economy are incompatible.  As was mentioned earlier, poor and working class people are 

excluded from the control of capital, and as a result, they are excluded from planning and directing the ways in which society develops.  The few 

people who control the capital also turn out to be the few who actually have a real say in what does or does not get produced, and consequently 

decisions of a few affect how the whole of society will or will not develop.

    A further irony is that even these decisions of the elite few are alienated decisions.  The capitalists, as we saw with the fetishism of 

commodities, are always subject to the whims of the market.  In other words, they must play by the rules of the market or they will go out of 

business and cease to be players in the capitalist game.  Therefore, any capitalist worth his or her salt, even if they are the most sympathetic of 

hearts, must make all of his or her decisions based first and foremost on the market and not based solely on any emotions, morals or principles.

    Take for example a debate between building luxury condominiums or low-income housing.  Under capitalism if the capitalists feel that there is 

more profit to be made building luxury condominiums than building low-income housing, then, regardless of what is in the best interest of 

society as a whole, condominiums will be built instead of low-income housing .  The opinions, wishes, and especially the needs of the workers or 

the neighbors who live in the area are not taken into account.  The people who ultimately make the decision of what is produced are the 

capitalists, and the only factor they typically take into consideration is the current state of the market.  This lack of human freedom is self-

inflicted, because humans are themselves creators of the very same external forces which are limiting their freedom (i.e. the market, religion, the 

state).  Marx’s argument is that people in general should be in charge of their future and not be controlled by their own institutions.  When 

humanity becomes ruled by its own contraptions, humans are not truly free and this lack of self-determination is self-alienating.

    This is an alienating aspect of capitalism because, as was mentioned above, capitalism’s founding principle is its extension of freedom to all 

peoples.  Humans, therefore, come to conceive of themselves as free entities, but when the efficacy of real freedom is circumvented, humans 

become self-alienated.  That is humans begin to see themselves as being inherently hopeless and powerless in the direction of their own lives (i.e. 

lacking self-determination), but  various examples, such as the one given to us by Cindy Sheeran, show us that this is not the case.  Humans, as 

species-beings, have the ability to shape and direct, not only their personal life, but the whole of humanity.  It is only by exercising the full 

potential of human freedom that personal freedom will begin to have some real impact on our lives, and it is only then that self-alienation can 



begin to be resolved.   

    Besides a lack of self-determination, self-alienation also arises due to a lack of self-realization.  This is never more apparent than in the 

division of labor as it appears in modern capitalism.  The division of labor does two specific things which contribute to self-alienation; one is that 

it artificially separates mental labor from physical labor and secondly it breaks down what used to be a skilled process into various unskilled 

tasks.  Beginning with the former, the capitalist division of labor places high value on work done with the mind and looks down upon work done 

with the body.  This is an artificial and arbitrary separation, because human beings work with both mind and body.  In other words, there is no 

type of work or job that is strictly mental or strictly physical, both at various points overlap.  Hypothetically, even if it were possible to separate 

mental from physical labor, there is no real good reason to favor the labor done with the mind over the labor done with the body.  

     This is an alienating aspect of capitalism in the sense that the labor of a certain group of people is praised over that of another group, even 

though there may not be any comparable difference in the labor.  Both groups, those that do the “mental” work and those that do the “physical” 

work, erroneously acknowledge this separation and begin to play the role that each is given.  Those that work with their mind ignore or downplay 

the work that they or others do with their body; while those that work with their body downplay the work that they or others do with their mind. 

 This prevents people from being fully realized humans, because a human is a species-being, which we remember means that a human has 

conscious vital activity (i.e. works with both mind and body simultaneously).  Separating these two integrated aspects of humanity is not 

possible, but in trying to do so humans alienate themselves.

    With respect to the latter aspect of the division of labor, the de-skilling of skilled work, Marx falls on the side of many other humanists in 

arguing that well-rounded development is essential to being a self-realized person.  The forced specialization, which people find themselves 

relegated to under capitalism, is far from self-fulfilling and is actually both physically and mentally debilitating.  This again goes back to the 

concept of species-being and the idea that humans are shaped by what they do.  Humans have an immeasurable amount of potential and part of 

being a species-being means exercising this potential as much as possible.  Marx makes this point clear when he writes about how work would 

possibly be like under socialism: “...where nobody has one exclusive sphere of activity but each can become accomplished in any branch he 

wishes, society regulates the general production and thus makes it possible for me to do one thing today and another tomorrow, to hunt in the 

morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticize after dinner, just as I have mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, 

cowherd, or critic” (Marx 185).  The one-sided development that humans suffer under capitalism, specifically under the division of labor, is self-

alienating because while we freely choose to do this type of labor, it is labor that goes against our natural drive to be well-rounded human beings.

    Because of this lack of self-determination and lack of self-realization, people at certain points shut themselves off and take on different 

identities (e.g. take on a role similar to the way in which actors do).  This self-fragmentation is a symptom of alienation and not, as the 

Existentialist view might argue, a fundamental aspect of humanity.  While it is true that people can be conflicted about various things and can 

have multiple facets to their personality, it is presupposed that a real self has some unity.  This unity is essential, because it is never healthy to 

disown large parts of one’s life, such as an actor does when he or she is finished with a role.  This brings us back full circle to what Marx’s says 

about alienation from one’s product and their species-being.  People create themselves through their work in the world and when this process 

becomes alienated the end product is itself also alienated.  Under capitalism, the most alienated of products that humans create turn out to be our 

very own lives.

ALIENATED CONSCIOUSNESS

 Analyzing alienation in this way (i.e. using the Marxist paradigm) is essential, because it gets us to the root of modern alienation.  We see that 

modern alienation springs up from the capitalist system and does not come from a lack of conformity or some inherent human characteristic. 

 Without this type of analysis all attempts to overcome alienation become, what some have called, an alienated consciousness of the absence of 

alienation.  This is when the alienated, in an attempt to give meaning to their lives or to find some resolution to their alienation, imagine or dream 

up what it would be like to be unalienated (i.e to be a self-realized human).  The irony is that even these dream solutions are themselves a 



consequence of alienation.  For example, people might dream of owning a home, having a fast car, and having the perfect job.  While these things 

are nice and would provide the alienated some sense of relief, the attainment of these things, in and of themselves, will not resolve alienation. 

 Furthermore, these things are desired, not so much because the individual understands his or her alienation and wants to overcome it, but 

because individuals have been conditioned to believe that happiness, love, and the good life come in the form of commodities.

    The commodity form of needs satisfaction is a capitalist phenomenon where all human needs are satisfied in the form of a commodity.  Georg 

Lukacs summaries the rise of this capitalist  phenomenon in the following way: “Reification requires that a society should learn to satisfy all its 

needs in terms of commodity exchange...all the social and economic conditions necessary for the emergence of modern capitalism tend to replace 

‘natural’ relations which exhibit human relations more plainly by rationally reified relations” (Lukacs 91).   What Lukacs is saying is that, for 

example, when a person needs food, instead of hunting, farming or going directly to a hunter or farmer for food, people living in a capitalist 

society go to the market and buy their food as they would any other commodity.  Food is a fundamental need for all humans, but as far as the 

capitalist market is concerned, it is just another commodity.  In other words, the use-value of food is irrelevant, what matters to the market is 

solely its exchange value.  Hence, capitalism provides us with a method with which to satisfy our needs, but this method futile and will never be 

able to satisfy all our needs.  

    This is of particular relevance when discussing alienation, because alienated individuals come to the erroneous conclusion that they can buy 

commodities that will fill the emptiness they feel in their lives.  This is the alienated consciousness of the absence of alienation at work, where 

respect, control, a happy family and anything else that the alienated might be missing are neatly packaged and sold to the alienated in the form of 

commodities (e.g. fancy new cloths, a fast car, trips to Disneyland...etc).  If we take it a step further we see that, because basic human needs can 

now be met fairly easily under capitalism, new needs have to be created in order to keep modern capitalism from going into crisis.  So for 

example, people do not need a television to survive, but, because television has now become such a fixture, people who do not own a good 

television are thought of as deviants.  In this way modern capitalism creates new needs which, coincidently, can be satisfied only in a commodity 

form.  The end result is that we come to believe that the solution to alienation can be bought in the market as any other commodity.  Sadly, this is 

not the case and furthermore Marx argues that alienation is so embedded in our modern capitalist society that a real solution to our contemporary 

form of alienation will require nothing less than a full reconstruction and re-conceptualization of our current society.

BEYOND MARX’S ACCOUNT OF ALIENATED LABOR

These are the main points of Marx’s view on alienation and while it is a very insightful view, it is by no means complete.  There are various 

objections to Marx’s view on alienation.  Most of these objections center on the charge that Marx does not pay enough attention to alienation that 

is caused by other factors not related, or only incidently related, to the workplace.  This paper will address four particular objections to Marx’s 

view and while these objections are particular in nature, they can be generalized and the response to them extended to other particular objections 

that might arise.  The first objection concerns a revised way of thinking about alienation from nature.  This is an important objection, because 

during Marx’s time, there was no ecology movement, at least not in the form that exists today.  So while the crux of an ecological criticism can 

not be directly answered by Marx himself, this criticism can still be addressed using the Marxist model.  The next two criticisms are similar in 

some senses, but the differences are vast enough to warrant two sections; these are the alienation caused by sexism and the alienation caused by 

racism.  The last objection, and the one to which my response will serve as an outline for a possible resolution to alienation, is the objection that 

Marx’s view is too romantic and that work can never be anything but alienated labor.

RESPONSE TO ECOLOGICAL ALIENATION

The first criticism of Marx’s view on alienation is that he does not seriously tackle the alienation of humans from the natural world.  Steven 

Vogel puts this criticism in the following way:  “To be sure, Marx is sometimes criticized by environmentalists for holding a purely utilitarian 

and ‘nominative’ view of the relation between humans and nature” (Vogel 208).  This criticism is that Marx only sees nature as something that 



exists for the use of humans and not as something that exists in-itself.  Therefore, Marx’s paradigm alienates humans from nature because it leads 

humans into believing that they are above or superior to nature and not, as they should think of themselves, subjects or children of nature.

    This criticism of Marx is best encapsulated in what is called the “deep ecology” movement.  The central point of this movement is that human 

intervention in nature should be limited as much as possible.  According to this view, the grossest violations of nature have been caused by direct 

and indirect human actions, such as over-population and modern technology (e.g. nuclear power, genetically modified species, fossil fuel burning 

machines...etc).  According to this view, the blatant disregard for nature allows people to “play God “with nature and to disrupt the natural 

processes of nature without even blinking an eye.  The critique of Marx is that while he might argue correctly against the evils of capitalism, he 

does not really explain how this alienated relation to nature will change once socialism comes into existence (Devall).

     While this is a powerful and popular critique of Marx, it is not enough to doom Marx’s view of alienation.  Drawing heavily from Steven 

Vogel, my argument is that this ‘deep ecology’ critique actually goes too far itself in its reverence for nature.  Nature and humanity are not 

mutually exclusive, and this means that neither is superior nor dominant over the other.  The ‘deep ecology’ view in reality is itself an alienated 

view of nature.  The ‘deep ecology” view makes nature out to be lord and master before which all of humanity must bow, and this is not 

necessarily the case.  Vogel sums this up when he states the following:

In the call for reverence before nature’s mystery, in warning about the ‘limits to growth’ and the need for us to curb our technology for fear of nature’s 
‘revenge,’ the world of objects surrounding us is once again asserted to be an alien and independent power over and against us; the world of humans is 
once again devalued in favor of the world of things. (Vogel 216)

    Earlier when we talked about Marx’s view on alienation, we saw that alienation usually occurs when people fail to see the humanity in 

themselves, in others, and or in the external world.  Marx at various points has drawn attention to the fact that most of what we call the natural 

world is in fact a world created or worked on by humans.  Marx gives the example of a cherry tree: “Even the objects of the simplest ‘sensuous 

certainty’ are only given him through social development, industry and commercial intercourse.  The cherry-tree, like almost all fruit-tree, was, as 

is well-known, only a few centuries ago transplanted by commerce into our zone, and therefore only by this action of a definite society in a 

definite age has it become ‘sensuous certainty’ for Feuerbach”(Marx 190).  This example of the cherry tree, while Marx originally intended to 

use it as a critique of Feuerbach’s empiricism, can still be used for our current purposes.  The example shows us that while the tree might seem to 

be in its natural state in the urban zone, the reality is that it is not at all indigenous to that area.  Furthermore Marx shows us that if we look 

historically, as to why the cherry tree ended up where it did, we will see that it was through human intervention.  History is important for Marx, 

because it is for him the unfolding story of how humans change their environment and how their environment changes them.  So while the 

cherry-tree example is just one example, the challenge this example raises is  the inability of finding anything which can be called ‘pure’ nature; 

that is a nature free of any human or other contaminating influence.

    We saw that as species-being we humans are defined by our conscious vital activity and this requires a constant interaction with nature.  The 

question to ask the ‘deep ecology’ group is what do they mean by ‘nature’?  Is it something pristine that has never been touched or seen by 

humans?  Is it even more pristine so that it is something that has never been seen or touched by any living species?  If this is the case, there is not 

much nature left to save.  In reality nature is all around us.  A bumblebee on a flower outside my window, the computer that I am currently 

writing on, and even my big smelly truck, are all as much a part of nature as anything else.  Even things that pollute are not unnatural, though 

they might be unhealthy and very detrimental to our environment.  The key to overcoming alienation from nature is not to create a further 

dichotomy between what is and is not natural, but by seeing ourselves as an active participant in nature that actively eradicates the unhealthy and 

harmful elements of our environment.  Human intervention in nature is not unnatural, but because of the inherent rules of capitalism, individual 

choices have been very detrimental to our environment.  The polluting of our shared environment is too profitable to a few elite individuals (e.g. 

oil companies and the weapons industry) for it to be stopped under capitalism.  Alienation from nature, therefore, will only be overcome in a 

society where we have the human freedom to radically change all the detrimental aspects of our current mode of production and where changes 

can be made based on the best interest of all instead of what will produce more profits.



RESPONSE TO PATRIARCHAL ALIENATION

The second objection to Marx’s view of alienation is that it fails to take into account the alienation entailed by patriarchy.  In other words, Marx 

does a good job of explicating the alienation of workers, but says almost nothing about the alienation that women face because of their sex. This 

objection is summarized by Sandra Lee Bartky when she writes:

If we understand alienation in this way, it can be seen that Marx’s theory of alienation, focused as it is on that fragmentation of the self which is a 
consequence of the organization of material production under capitalism, may well apply to women insofar as we are workers , but not insofar as we 
are women.  Women undergo a special sort of fragmentation and loss of being as women: women suffer modes of alienation which are absent from 
Marx’s account and which can be distinguished from the ways in which all workers, men and women alike, are alienated under the prevailing system 
of material production. (Bartky 72-73)

For Bartky, as well as other feminist writers, the alienation implicit in patriarchy goes beyond alienated labor.  In other words, the alienating 

affects of patriarchy are not limited to the exploitive conditions of the wage-relation or the division of labor, but actually extend beyond these 

relationships.  Therefore, any attempt at resolving alienation which does not specifically addresses the issue of patriarchy will do little to resolve 

the sex/gender alienation faced by women and also queer people 13.

    Marx’s views on patriarchy are best summed up in Engels’ The Origin of Family, Private Property, and The State .  In this work, Engels 

chronicles the origins of patriarchy, its development throughout human history and shows how capitalism has usurped it and used it for its 

exploitive purposes.  Marx and Engels’ view of women’s oppression, while it is not restricted to the workplace, is usually interpreted as being 

confined to how women have been historically exploited for surplus value.  For this reason many Marxists have focused primarily on the unpaid 

domestic work of women, where the sexual oppression of women is used to exploit them for surplus value (i.e. being saddled with childbirth and 

then having to raise the children, doing all the cooking, cleaning and general up keep of a household...etc). This critique of capitalism still holds 

much weight today, do to the fact that women today still do not make as much as men do and certain jobs or functions are still unfairly labeled as 

‘women’s work’.  The problem, for those who read Marx in too narrow a sense, is that patriarchy extends far beyond the exploitation of labor and 

therefore the alienation caused by patriarchy also goes beyond the exploitation of labor.  Explaining and providing an outline for a possible 

resolution to the alienation implicit in patriarchy is not, however, something that lies outside the Marxist paradigm; it is, as some feminists have 

argued, something that is actually complementary to Marx’s view of alienation.

    It should be noted that despite the tremendous progress made in certain places, such as in the United States, traditional sexism is still alive and 

well.  Furthermore, many of the battles that have already been fought and won by the women’s movement (e.g. reproductive rights and the right 

to vote) are in constant need of defense from continued conservative attacks and in certain parts of the world have still to be fought.  Patriarchy 

therefore has not died anywhere in the world.  In fact, what we can say has happened in more liberal places, such as the United States, is that 

patriarchy has been modernized.  Patriarchy is no longer just out in the open; it is masked under the illusion of individual liberty and free choice. 

  For this reason modern patriarchy has taken a foothold in the phenomenon we mentioned earlier, in the commodity form of needs satisfaction.

    Sex is the best advertising or selling feature of modern capitalist society.  There is no lack of scantily dressed women in commercials or ads 

(e.g. beer, deodorant, cars..etc) and there is no shortage of sexy co-stars to entice men to watch terrible t.v shows or movies.  If more evidence is 

needed, one need only look at the soaring profits made by the porn industry, the money racked in nightly at strip clubs, and the deep pockets of 

pimps.  Women under these conditions have been magically transformed from self-determined individuals into commodities for the satisfaction 

of the twisted desires of alienated men.  In these examples women are not respected as humans, but are seen as being mere things to be bought 

and sold.  What makes this alienating for women in general is that this view of women is not limited to the individual women who are selling 

themselves, but is expanded and generalized to include all women.  In other words, being sexy becomes a virtue of women, who must then either 

live up to it or fail at being a real women.  This is very alienating for two reasons, one is that under almost anybody’s standard of humanity, no 

human is just a thing (e.g. a sex object).  Secondly, under this relationship the identity of women becomes exclusively defined by an outside 

group of people.  In other words, the identity of women becomes imposed on women instead of being crafted by women themselves.   This is 

alienating because humans, as species-beings, are supposed to have a hand in creating themselves in the world.  

    Some people mi ght argue, however, that examples such as the ones above, do not constitute any form of alienation and may not even 



constitute instances of sexism.  People such as Norma Almodovar and Warren Farrell have argued that women choose the professions they work 

at by their own freewill 14.  Almodovar and Farrell’s arguments are a cost/benefit analysis where, according to these authors, the choices women 

make are made with their own best interest in mind.  The conclusion seems to be that if certain jobs or positions are too degrading or alienating 

for women, then they are free to choose to do something else because no one is forcing them to do anything .  Furthermore, they argue that 

women not only have the upper hand in these types of relationships, but actually find self-realization in them (e.g. women find satisfaction in 

achieving a state of sexiness ).  These are powerful arguments and what is needed to respond to them is a framework which can get beyond the 

shallow surface of personal freedom and expose the deeper realm where modern patriarchy is alive and well.

    Neither the Existentialist model, with its focus on individual freedom, nor the traditional social science model, with its focus on social 

deviance, will do us much good at getting beyond the surface.  The Marxist model, on the other hand, can be a powerful tool with which to 

respond to the types of objections as we saw above; objections which deny not only the alienation faced by women, but even the continued 

existence of patriarchy.  The Marxist model helps us get to the social reasons of why women would allow themselves to be exploited in various 

degrading ways.  It also helps us explain why some women find satisfaction in achieving an alienated standard of sexiness .

    If we remember, Marx makes a distinction between personal freedom and human freedom.  So while it might be true that the women who 

choose to be degraded are making a free personal choice, this choice is to a very large extent circumscribed by a lack of human freedom.  This 

lack of human freedom is made evident when we examine the choices that women in general have under capitalism.  These choices, as we will 

see, are circumvented by many factors, including the alienation of men.

    It is true that in places, such as the United States, there is no longer any overt laws preventing women from doing, wearing, or behaving in any 

sort of way, but there is an even more powerful enforcer of women’s norms.  Sandra Lee Bartky calls this new enforcer the ‘fashion-beauty 

complex.’  The fashion-beauty complex is a web of different industries, from fashion to entertainment to anything that makes money selling 

‘femininity’ to women.  This web of corporate collusion creates a built-in self-monitoring system that manufactures consent of what is and is not 

feminine.  This system informs men and women what a real women should look like, how she should act, what she should wear and what her 

interests should be.  Failure to internalize and comply with these various rules of conduct result in social ostracization (Bartky 77-80).

    By social ostracization Bartky means difficulties in finding and holding a job, finding a mate, making friends, and even just interacting with 

people on an everyday basis (i.e. all the social qualities that make us human).  Part of the reason is that men are also alienated and also get their 

information from the ‘fashion-beauty complex’ as to what and how women are supposed to look and be like.  Therefore, women who do not 

subscribe to the ‘fashion-beauty complex’ find a lot of doors, that are in general open to all men, closed for them.  For this reason women’s 

choices are circumscribed right from the beginning, because their personal appearance and presentation to the world, more so then with men, 

ultimately determines or heavily influences how successful they will be.   While this type of subtle coercion is not exclusive to women, because 

of the continued existence of patriarchy, it tends to affect women a lot more than men.  This is the bifurcated alienation that women face; they 

must either alienate themselves by turning themselves into objects for alienated men or swim against the current of the ‘fashion beauty complex’ 

and become alienated from society.    

    Patriarchy has existed long before the rise of capitalism, Marx and Engels never claim that patriarchy arose with capitalism, but capitalism has 

seized on patriarchy and has exacerbated it to its own advantage.  We have already mentioned how capitalism uses the traditional and outdated 

ideas such as ‘women’s work’ to justify paying low wages and allowing terrible working conditions for work that is really very arduous (e.g. 

sweatshop labor).  What we have not touched on too much is capitalism’s creation of new needs.  Because modern capitalism is so crisis prone it 

needs to sell a lot of new and generally useless stuff in order to survive or avoid an economic crisis.  The subtle coercion of the ‘fashion beauty 

complex’ creates many new needs for women.  Commodities, such as cosmetics, fashion magazines, diet pills, and new stylish haircuts, that are, 

from a bare necessity point of view, useless, are sold on par with any other commodity.  Related to these two points is capitalism’s ability to 

commodify everything, including women themselves.  This is most repugnantly obvious in the trafficking of women and girls for sex, but 

 Pornography and other forms of selling sex is not much better.  This is a real problem and one that will not be solved until the issue of patriarchy 



and the alienation of the men who treat women as things is seriously addressed.

    So we can see that at a certain point, the fight against patriarchy begins to run parallel with the fight against capitalism.  As long as any society 

lives under capitalism, the people living and laboring under those conditions will remain exploited.  This exploitation, as we saw in the Marx 

section, is at the heart of alienation.  When exploited people become alienated and are living in a capitalist society, the satisfaction of real human 

needs and wants are looked for in a commodity form.  Because of the alienation that begins at work such commodities as companionship, love, 

beauty, respect, and sex, become big sellers.  Therefore, under capitalism, patriarchy will never end, because as long as patriarchy, in any of its 

forms, remains, there will always be a market either for alienated men trying to find companionship or for alienated women trying to gain 

recognition and respect.  Furthermore, as long as women, or anybody for that matter, is treated as a mere thing, humanity as a whole remains 

fragmented.  The alienation caused by patriarchy, therefore, does not only affect women but it spreads to the whole of humanity.  This alienation 

will not be resolved by reforming capitalist society (e.g. solutions such as equal pay for equal work), but will only end when society is remade in 

such a way that human freedom becomes a reality, where we recognize ourselves as species-beings and therefore recognize and respect the 

humanity of all individuals.  This is not an easy task and one that might not even be solved in a socialist society, but at least socialism will 

provide the fertile ground with which to begin this process of reconciliation; where as under capitalism, we find patriarchy masked behind the 

guise of individual liberty and free choice.

RESPONSE TO RACIAL ALIENATION

 A third criticism of Marx is that his view of alienation does not account for the alienation that comes with racism.  Howard McGary sums up this 

criticism when he says that: “This type of alienation is not just estrangement from one’s work or a possible plan of life, but an estrangement from 

ever becoming a self that is not defined in the hostile terms of the dominant group” (McGary 133).  In other words, regardless of a person’s 

position in the wage relation or the amount of private property one owns and controls, the yoke of  racism (e.g. the defining of oneself by a 

dominating group in hostile terms) is inescapable and creates a fragmentation or estrangement of self that cannot be reconciled as long as racism 

exists.

    It is true that Marx had little experience with anything as complex as today’s racial dynamics, but it is incorrect to assume that Marx had no 

experience with racial dynamics at all.  Marx was witness to the discrimination faced by Jews throughout Europe and he did write and give his 

analysis on the issue of Irish oppression, both of which, in his time, could be considered racial issues.  Marx’s argument was that racial 

motivation was behind the illogical alliance, between the English workers and the English bosses, against the Irish workers; an alliance that 

actually went  against the English workers own best interest.  Marx, comparing this to the racial dynamics in the United States said: “His 

(English worker) attitude towards him (Irish worker) is much the same as that of the ‘poor whites’ to the ‘niggers’ in the former slave states of the 

U.S.A.” (Marx 640).  In both cases, the working class, which would be better served as one unified class, is splintered on account of racial 

divisions.

     This is the traditional Marxist view of racism, which is still valid today; that is that the theory behind race is really a conjured up fiction which 

the ruling class exploits to divide up the working class.  Racism performs the role of dividing up the working class in three ways.  First, it makes 

one group believe that it is racially superior to all other groups.  This naturalist argument allows the capitalist system to justify the glaring 

inequalities that exist among different groups of people, by resorting to pseudo-scientific explanations of biological differences.  Also by creating 

a privileged  group, capitalism’s ruling class  gains an ally.  The reason being is that, if a group believes itself to be benefitting from the status 

quo, then it becomes a bulwark against the possible overthrown of that system.

    Secondly, those groups that become racially oppressed find themselves happy to get any sort of job, this is usually due to a combination of a 

racially motivated lack of self-worth, a racially hostile environment, and a most importantly the harsh reality of poverty.  This creates what 

Marxists commonly refer to as a race to the bottom.  That is where different groups of workers compete with each other over a limited amount of 

jobs and this competition actually drives down the wages of all workers and makes worker solidarity very difficult.  The reason for the drop in 



wages is that the exchange value of labor-power, as with any other commodity, goes down as the supply side increases.  What capitalism does is 

create a surplus of workers.  The reason for this surplus is that capitalism can not possibly nor is it economically sound to provide jobs for 

everyone in society (i.e. for capitalism to run successfully it requires some unemployment).  Marx calls this surplus of workers the industrial 

reserve army.  The function of this army of the unemployed is to keep pressure, both on wages and working conditions, on those workers who are 

employed.  It is this pressure on workers that makes worker solidarity a very difficult thing to achieve

    The blame for the drop in wages, however, is never placed on the system itself, but it always seems to find its way to those who are most 

oppressed.  This leads to the third difficulty in uniting a working class, that is that racism provides capitalism with a built-in scapegoat for any 

and all problems (e.g. the recession is not the result of overproduction, but because of the Mexicans coming over the border illegally).  If 

minorities are seen as being the problem, instead of what they really are (i.e. the most exploited), then the focus becomes how to fix the minority 

problem instead of how to fix the system itself.

.       Up to this point, most would agree with Marx that racism allows the bosses to better exploit  workers and furthermore that racism is not just 

a tool for exploitation, but is also the cause of a lot of alienation (e.g. it separates and places people in opposition with each other, when in reality 

there is no difference and they should be cooperating and helping each other).  Unfortunately, the alienation caused by racism, if we remember 

the quote from McGary, extends beyond the workplace and seeps into a person’s ability to define oneself in non-hostile terms.  The failure to 

adequately address this part of racial alienation has led to some very simplistic solutions, such as “...therefore, revolutionary socialists are 

committed to building a non-racial party of black and white workers which understands that racism can only be finally removed through the 

overthrow of the capitalist system” (Callinicos 67).  Overcoming racism is not as easy as Callinicos makes it sound and furthermore, these types 

of simple solutions are erroneously generalized as being the only way that Marxists can deal with the issue of racism.

    While we might agree with the spirit of the quoted statement above, it is mistaken in two important ways.  First, it assumes that the question of 

race comes only in black and white terms.  This assumption sweeps a lot of the complexity of racism under the rug.  For example, there are also 

brown, red, yellow, mixed and various other groups that, while in the abstract we can lump them and talk about them as ‘people of color,’ each 

suffer there own unique form of oppression and come at the race issue from very different circumstances which need to be taken into 

consideration.  Secondly, the above quote rests on the belief that once the concept of race has been unmasked and shown to be ideological or as 

being simply a symptom of false consciousness, all forms (i.e. ideas, attitudes, structures...etc.) of racism will simply crumble.  While it is true 

that the concept of race does not denote a biological reality, it does not mean that racism in and of itself is not real.  Modern racism is very real 

and very complicated.  Modern racism goes beyond the beliefs held or the attitudes displayed by certain individuals.  Modern racism, as Stokeley 

Carmichael pointed out in the late 60's, is institutionalized.  Simply put, by saying that racism is institutionalized, what is being said is that even 

if the city planners, politicians, judges, and police, do not have any racist attitudes or feelings; the institutions of modern capitalism themselves 

continue to reproduce racial disparities and inequalities.

    This is not to say that Marxism can not adequately deal with the alienation entailed by racism .  In some sense, orthodox Marxists are correct 

when they say that the concept of race is depicting something that is illusionary.  Michael Omi and Howard Winant, explain the concept of  race 

in the following way: “race is a concept which signifies and symbolizes social conflicts and interests by referring to different types of human 

bodies.  Although the concept of race invokes biologically based human characteristics (so-called phenotypes), selection of these particular 

human features for purpose of racial signification is always and necessarily a social and historical process” (Omi Winant 55).  In other words, the 

concept of race does not really denote a biological fact, as it purports to do, but in reality race is a socially and historically constructed idea .  The 

conclusion, while sounding paradoxical, is that as traditionally defined there are no such things as races, but racism in and of itself is a reality.

    So the question we are left with is if race does not exist, how do we know that racism exists?  In the United States, we know that racism exists 

because of the fact that people of color make up a disproportionate amount of society’s the lower sectors.  What this means is that people of color 

are over represented in such categories as living in low income areas (e.g. low income housing and ‘ghettos’), taking low-wage and high risk jobs 

(e.g. farmwork and military), and being incarcerated (e.g. disparities in drug convictions and in the death row population).  On the other side of 

the coin, people of color are under represented in areas such as college enrollment, CEOs of fortune five hundred companies, and political 



leadership (e.g. in over two hundred years there has yet to be a U.S. president or even a serious candidate for the presidency that is not a white 

male 15).  This, as we saw above, can not be blamed on genetics or heredity, because race is not a biological phenomenon, but the idea of race is a 

social and historical construct.  

     The key to unlocking modern racism is in understanding that it is institutionalized.  Racism is no longer just an attitude or a belief people have 

towards others, but is institutionally and structurally embedded in our modern capitalist society.  For this reason Angela Davis critiques the 

continued use of civil rights era strategies in contemporary society.  Davis argues that “If racism can only be confirmed in legal terms, the most 

salient examples of which are those segregation-era laws that the civil rights movement succeeded in eliminating, and if we can assume that laws 

targeting black, Latino, or other subjects of color are not likely to reemerge, then it would be quite reasonable to accept the prevailing liberal 

discourse about the withering away of the racial order” (Davis 134).  Davis, however, does not believe that racism is withering away and goes on 

to provide facts and figures of just how racialized modern prisons really are.  Davis’ argument is that racism has ‘morphed’ from what it was in 

the early part of this century and therefore is no longer operating out in the open, but is operating at the level of racialized structures.  Stephen 

Small explains racialized structures in the following way:

The idea of ‘racialized’ structures has two key components. First, it refers to the distribution of valuable resources such as political power, 
employment, education and housing.  Primarily this aspect involves who owns what, works and lives where, and has good health.  Secondly, 
it refers to the normal, recurrent and routinized procedures of institutions that shape and constrain our daily lives, from politics(voting and 
political representation), economics (businesses, employment), education (universities, schools), health (hospitals) and other spheres of 
social life (family, media, music, sport).  These behaviors and actions sustain the distribution of resources.  The practices of key institutions 
in the contemporary United States shape and determine who succeeds and who fails, who is rewarded and who is punished  (Small 50).

    In order to resolve racial alienation, what is needed is the eradication of racism .  As we have seen, however, racism has a very complicated 

existence and this makes it all the more difficult to overcome.  Overcoming racism will require more than just the traditional reactive approach of 

tolerance.  What is needed is an active approach, one that requires learning and appreciating the problems and the differences facing communities 

of color.  This active approach also needs to be a more modern approach to racism (i.e. one that goes beyond the traditional Black/white 

dichotomy of race).  This is important because, as Elizabeth Martinez explains in this passage, racism has changed and developed throughout the 

years and strict adherence to the Black/white dichotomy actually hides the way different groups of people are uniquely affected by racism .  Not 

understanding the different forms that racism takes can be a tremendous barrier to overcome in trying to bring about cross-color unity and 

solidarity; a unity and solidarity which is essential to eradicating all forms of racism .

Today the task of building solidarity among people of color promises to be more necessary and difficult than ever.  An exclusively black-
white definition of racism makes our task all the harder.  That’s the banner that will be raised here: an urgent need for twenty-first-century 
thinking, which can move us beyond the Black/white framework without negating its central, historical role in the construction of U.S. 
racism.  We do need much more understanding of how racism and its effects developed, not only similarly, but also differently for different 
peoples according to whether they were victimized by genocide, enslavement, or colonization in various forms (Martinez 468).

    For a long time Latino/as living in the United States have had a hard time fitting into the Black/white racial paradigm.  There were cases where 

Latino/as, under the eyes of the law, were classified as being white (e.g. usually in lawsuits or cases where Latino/as charged the city, state or 

federal government of racial discrimination), but socially and for all intents and purposes Latino/as were treated as being black (e.g. forced to use 

segregated facilities).   This has led to many problems of race and identity within the Latino/a community, problems which have had alienating 

consequences.  Alienating in the sense that racism creates an atmosphere of self-hatred and feeds an inferiority complex that many minority 

groups grow up internalizing.   Margaret Montoya, in her essay Masks and Acculturation, sums up this alienating aspect of racism from a Latino/

a point of view:

To support their academic progress, Latinos have encouraged their children to speak English well and have tolerated other aspects of 
acculturation, such as changes in friends, cloths, and recreational preferences.  Students learn to adopt masks of the dominate culture which 
avoid the negative values ascribed to traditional Latino/a culture.  Latino/a history is replete with stories about those who changed their 
names, lost the Spanish language and with it any trace of a Spanish accent, or deliberately married out of culture.  In short, some did 
whatever was necessary to be seen as not different by the majority. (Montoya 438)

    Stories such as these serve as fodder for Existentialist and even traditional social science views of alienation.  The reason being that a case can 

be made that this form of self-hatred is either an intrinsic human characteristic or an illness that affects only the socially deviant.  As was pointed 

out earlier, however, neither of these two explanations provide an adequate explanation of the alienation.  The ability to define oneself in non-

hostile terms, begins by accepting oneself, one’s history, and understanding how one’s cultural upbringing has contributed to who one has 



become.  Richard Schmitt explains the trouble with being a coherent self when he writes “In a world that makes no sense because it makes 

incoherent demands on us, we respond by developing incompatible personalities to fit the different situations in which we regularly find 

ourselves”(Schmit A&F 56)  In other words, the racial alienation that people of color face is just that inability to say ‘I am me’ without that 

identification being necessarily self-derogatory.  It is no surprise then that people of color find themselves putting on masks to hide away their 

offending blackness or brownness and find themselves hoping that their real selves may never be uncovered.  The internalization of inherent 

inferiority is a direct outcome of racism and this is the alienation to which McGary’s critique of Marxism is speaking.

     Marxism, however, does offer us some useful insights from which we can at least begin to outline a resolution to racial alienation.  One 

important insight is Marxism understanding of hegemony.  Hegemony, in the modern sense of the word, is the rule of a class or a group over 

various other groups.  The rule, however is so encompassing that it creates a closed system of thought, which in a sense becomes the modern 

version of common-sense.  This happens when the culture, history and the way of life of any ruling class is superimposed on the other classes as 

being the one and only truth.  Hegemony at its peak, not only rejects, but has the power to instantly dismiss any and all thoughts that go against 

its way of thinking; it makes any and all dissent seem counter-intuitive.

    The power of hegemony is so strong at times that oppressed people do not always fight back, but actually welcome this acculturation with 

open arms.  When hegemony gets its strongest hold over society, those who are most under the thumb of capitalist oppression (i.e. people of 

color) actually begin to accept themselves and their culture as being of an inferior brand.  The oppressed then take up the values and the way of 

thinking of the so-called superior culture.  Furthermore, the oppressed not only start to think the same way as their oppressors, but also begin to 

try and imitate the ways of the so-called more civilized people.  As Martinez points out: “Latinos themselves buy into the hierarchy of color...We 

do it when we express prejudice against those among us who look indio , mulatto, or just black...Such prejudice dehumanizes fellow human 

beings, it divides our forces in the struggle for social justice, and must be confronted” (Martinez 472).  When this happens the superiority of the 

ruling class culture comes to be uncritically accepted and the range of discussion and thought becomes limited, not to why the ruling class’ way 

is best, but to how to best imitate the ways of the ruling class.  This superior culture, makes its material expression in the form of products, 

capital, and advertising.  This superior culture comes into communities like an armed invasion and it destroys native culture, language and social 

ties (e.g. the invasion of transnational corporations into Latin America).  The ultimate goal of hegemony is not just the domination of ideals (i.e. 

uncritical acceptance of the capitalist system), but materialistic gain as well (i.e. profit).  In other words, the goal of capitalist hegemony is not 

just for the capitalists to be thought of as being superior, but to put a Walmart in every neighborhood, a Coke machine in every school, a cable 

T.V. in every house, a Nike shoe on every foot, and have McDonald’s serve every meal.

    So now that we see how capitalism is still central in creating racial alienation, the question remains of what should be done?  Overcoming 

racial alienation will not be an easy task.  It is also not a task where much can be done at the theoretical level, but one that must be based in 

practice.  For starters, it will require overcoming racism and that is a mountainous task in itself.  This will require that people who are serious 

about combating racism not fall into the trap of elitism, but practice the art of humility.  Humility begins by listening to those who are most under 

the yoke of racism .  This listening might require that some to learn a second language or even to move to an area that is densely populated with 

people of color.  First, because it is important to gain a firsthand understanding of what issues are most important to these communities and see 

why they are so concretely important.  Secondly, in living with people you not only recognize the value of their communities, but you are letting 

them know that what they value and what they have to share with the world has some importance.  This is done not by pandering to people, but 

by living with people and not dismissing any knowledge people of color might possess.  Knowledge is not always found in books or in academia, 

on the contrary, the best type of knowledge is usually unique, outside of our hegemonic box, and in our case it seems to be in dire need.

    Differences among various people and their respected communities must not be feared as a weakness or as a possible cause for antagonisms, 

but should be seen as a strength and as a resource.  This goes back to the idea that humans are a species-beings, we are incredibly flexible, 

resourceful, and have so much untapped potential that sometimes, in seeing how others create their world, we cannot but be inspired in the 

creation of our own.  Differences between people, therefore, must not only be tolerated but appreciated, understood, respected and where 

appropriate, even borrowed.  A Marxist view does this by presenting a common struggle against a common evil (i.e the common ruin of all 



humanity).  Never in the history of the world has the extinction of humanity been as real of a possibility as it is today.  The same phenomenon 

that is building borders and breaking-up communal lands in Mexico, is clearing the rain forest in South America, keeping crack and heroin in the 

ghettos of America and keeping the entire African continent in a third world state.  It is also the same phenomenon that rounded up Asian 

Americans during World War two and which is currently killing Arabs in Iraq and discriminating against them here in the United States.  Never 

has the saying ‘united we stand, divided we fall’ had any more truth to it than it does now.  The key is not to ignore or dismiss racism as some 

illusion, but to confront it, understand it, learn from it, and come out better humans because of it.

DIGNIFIED WORK

This brings us to the last objection against Marx’s view on alienation; which is that even if everything Marx says about alienation is correct, 

Marx still does not give a plausible explanation of why, under socialism, labor will suddenly become dignified (i.e. unalienated).  The economist 

Adam Smith, in the Wealth of Nations , even treats work, in all its forms, as being a necessary evil that humans must endure.  Furthermore, Smith 

argues that real liberty and happiness is actually found in the absence of work.  This view of work is diametrically opposed to Marx’ view, 

because, while in Marx view humans find self-realization only in their work, under Smith’s view work is something that humans naturally avoid 

and it is rest to which humans are naturally attracted.   This is a potentially devastating criticism of Marx, because it under cuts Marx’s view of 

humanity and with it all the other conclusions, both political and economical, which follow from it.

    The case against Marx begins by pointing out that Marx arrived at his conception of ‘dignified’ work from studying the renaissance period 

where, at least in theory, it was possible to do work that was more of an art form than a form of labor.  During the renaissance period 

organizations such as guilds allowed master craftsmen to find some sort of self-realization in their work, because the work done by these 

craftsmen required various skills that took years to perfect.  The skills acquired through years of practice and the role craftsmen played in society, 

provided craftsmen with a sense of purpose and importance.  This is not to say that craftsmen can not be alienated (e.g. they could be religiously 

alienated), but because the strong association of their life with their craft, it was impossible for them to be alienated from their labor in the 

modern sense.

    The main difference between the two types of work (i.e. the work done during the renaissance period and the work done under modern 

capitalism) is found in the division of labor.  During the renaissance period the craftsmen worked on a whole product from start to finish and this, 

as was mentioned, required various acquired skills.  Today, however, because of the division of labor, the work that used to require a high degree 

of skill has, for the most part, been broken up and de-skilled.  The crux of the objection against Marx is that the division of labor is so efficient 

and so embedded in our society that even with the overthrow of capitalism it will never go away.  If this is the case and the division of labor is 

here to stay, then work will never again provide humans with any sort of well-roundedness.  The conclusion being that humans are doomed to 

labor forever and labor itself will never bring humanity any sort of self-realization, even in the best of socialist societies.

    An adequate response to this objection requires more then just a rejection of the premises, but it also calls for at least an outline of what 

unalienated work would look like and some reasons why this unalienated work is not possible in a capitalist society.  To begin with it is true that 

the division of labor is a major source of alienation.  This division of labor, as we mentioned earlier, both artificially separates mental from 

physical work (e.g. CEOs from common workers) and it makes people too one-sided and lacking in any well-roundedness (e.g. assembly line 

workers).  Drawing from the patriarchy and racism sections, the division of labor also separates work fit for ‘Mexicans,’ from work fit for 

‘Women,’ from work fit for ‘Blacks’ from work fit for ‘Whites’ and so forth.   The main purpose of the division of labor, at least in theory, is to 

make the extraction of labor more efficient and to break the spirit and the solidarity of the working class.  This efficiency and control, however, is 

only beneficial to capitalists in a capitalist society; where profit is the name of the game and where profits are dependent on the extraction of 

labor.

    This does not mean that in order to solve the problem of alienated labor we need to go back to the romantic age of guilds; on the contrary the 

solution to alienated labor will only be found by going forward and coming up with a new conception of work.  Marx is making a similar point 



when, with regard to Adam Smith, he says: “Of course he is correct in saying that labor has always seemed to be repulsive, and forced upon the 

worker from outside, in its historical forms of slave-labor, bond-labor, and wage-labor and that in this sense non-labor could be opposed to it as 

‘liberty and happiness’.”(Marx 403).  In other words, if work has historically been oppressive it is natural to conclude that it will always 

oppressive and furthermore to see the cessation of work as being liberating.  Marx, therefore, is using the guilds, not as being the only way that 

work must be done, but as an example of an exception to the general rule.  The example of the guilds shows us that it is possible to conceive of 

work in a very different way.  If it is possible to conceive of work in a different manner (i.e. non-alienated labor), then it is possible that we can 

come up with a radically brand new conception of work (i.e. dignified work).

    This new conception of work will first need to be one that keeps the idea of work in its social context.  That is an understanding that the 

product and process of work has a social aspect from which it cannot be separated (e.g. the fruit and vegetables that we all enjoy and are required 

for a healthy diet had to be grown, picked, packed, shipped, received, and stocked by various human beings)  Alienated labor, if we remember, 

begins with an alienation of one’s product and livelihood (i.e. the processes). Secondly, this new concept of work needs to be one that is 

respectful of work.  Work cannot continue to be thought of as a wasting away of our lives nor continue to be an abuse to our minds and bodies. 

 Work should be seen for what it is; it is the way we interact with the world, it is our connection to others and it is the way we create and define 

humanity.  If we do not respect this aspect of our lives how can we ever have respect for nature, for other people, or even ourselves.

    Only in a society where the problem of alienation is taken seriously and which has the means to correct it (e.g. human freedom) can work start 

to be re-conceptualized and become dignified.  This type of society is a socialist society.  Socialism provides humanity the opportunity to have 

dignified work, because only in a socialist society will work no longer be done for individual profit, but for the benefit of everyone.  This means 

that if certain jobs need to become less ‘efficient’ in order to make them dignified, then so be it.  This will be possible because of the rise of 

human freedom, which will allow humanity, as a whole, to reshape society in whatever image it likes.  The realization that dignified work for 

everyone is far more beneficial to society as a whole, then to have an excessive amount of wealth in the hands of a few, will be the motivating 

force behind the inception of dignified work.  The bestowing of dignity on work can be accomplished in various innovative ways, but this is 

possible only when the profit motive (e.g. the wage relation and private property) is taken out of the equation.

    One example of how work can become dignified is by conducting some ergonomic studies that can show us how to make certain work less 

brutal, or maybe requiring less hours for full time status in work that is too grueling or repetitive.  Jobs can also be rotated so that people not only 

become more well-rounded, but learn to appreciate the rigors and nuances of various jobs.  Making work dignified will therefore also help 

eliminate racism and patriarchy by eliminating the stigma attached to doing certain jobs and in bestowing respect to the those who do and have 

done the worst of jobs. Again the goal in a socialist society is not to accumulate excessive property nor to extract as much labor as possible, but 

to create self-realized human beings.  As species-beings we are what we do, and if our work is nothing more then alienated labor,  we become 

nothing more than alienated humans.

    The revolutionary Rosa Luxemburg once said that the choice before us is between socialism or barbarism.  The fight for socialism is really 

more than just a struggle for common material interests (e.g. universal healthcare, clean environment, good free education...etc), it is really the 

struggle for humanity itself.  In order to build a movement powerful enough to overthrow capitalism, however, it is necessary to struggle against 

the most detrimental aspects of alienation (e.g. self alienation, alienation from nature, racial alienation, sexual alienation...etc).  For this reason 

Marx writes:

It is a further consequence of the relationship of alienated labor to private property that the emancipation of society from private property, etc., from 
slavery, is expressed in its political form by the emancipation of the workers.  This is not because only their emancipation is at stake but because 
general human emancipation is contained in their emancipation. It is contained within it because the whole of human slavery is involved in the 
relationship of the worker to his product and all slave relationships are only modifications and consequences of this relationship. (Marx 94)

In other words, the struggle against capitalism is not just a struggle to replace one ruling class with another, but a struggle to fundamentally 

change the whole of society.  How exactly we are supposed to overthrow capitalism is beyond the scope of this paper, but what I have hoped to 

show, at least, is that the struggle against capitalism is not just in our material interest, but it is the struggle against our alienation and for our 

humanity.
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FOOTNOTES

1:

This is the traditional social science view of alienation that arose in the early part of the 20 th century.  This view, where alienation is defined as 
a form of social deviance, is usually credited to the ‘Chicago school.’

2:

The branch of social science that laid the groundwork for the contemporary view of  alienation, the Chicago School, relied heavily on 
ethnographies and personal accounts.  Their concept of alienation therefore relied on their subjects recognizing their own alienation.  For the 
social scientists this self recognized alienation was automatically equated to a deviation from the social norms.  Their solution to alienation was 
therefore an assimilation to social norms.

3:

This articulation of human alienation borrows and is deeply inspired by the various writings of Richard Schmitt

4:

The dialectic is a process of constant change that functions on internal contradictions and whose main impetus is its use of the negation.

5:

Idealism, as opposed to materialism, is any philosophical doctrine where reality is mental or spiritual as opposed to physical or material.

6:

Marx’s objections to Feuerbach were summarized in his notes, which were not  published until after Marx’s death.  The section of his notes in 
which he outlines his critique of Feuerbach is known as the Thesis on Feuerbach .

7:

It should be noted that these manuscripts were not published until 1932 and were not necessarily ready for publication, but the ideas contained 
in them are ideas that Marx continued to draw from extensively and can be found throughout his other writings.

8:

For this astute observation, that Marx’s view of alienated labor can be broken down into six aspects, I owe intellectual credit to my good friend 
and mentor Dr. Anatole Anton

9:

Labor-power is distinct from externalized labor, in that labor-power is the potential or capacity to realize labor which can then become 
externalized labor.

10:

Commodities are distinguished from non-comodities in that the main significance of commodities lay in their exchange value as opposed to 
their use value.

11:

It is true that this is sometimes remedied by collective bargaining or by a scarcity in the labor market, but considering the currently dismal state 
of labor unions in the United States and the abundance of cheap labor that exists in all segments of the labor force, this still seems to be a valid 
criticism of capitalist working conditions.  

12:

This concept of the fetishism of commodities is found in volume one of Capital and not in the early notebooks, but it conveys a lot of the same 
ideas that can be found in the early notebooks, just in a more philosophically mature manner.

13:

Capitalism reenforces the strict assignment of gender roles to sex organs and thereby creates an alienating condition for anyone brave enough 
to break with that mold.  So while the issue of queer alienation is not addressed in this paper, even though it is a very real and interesting issue, 
hopefully some of the points made in this section could be used as a launching pad to investigate that issue.  

14:

Warren Farwell is the author of “Why Men Earn More: TheStartling Truth Behind the Pay Gap -- and What Women Can Do About It.”  Norma 



Jean Almodovar, is the founder and the President of ISWFACE (International Sex Worker Foundation for Art, Culture and Education) and author 
of multiple essays including “Who Will Rescue Us from Those Who Wish to Rescue Us Against Our Will?”

15:

Jesse Jackson was not a serious candidate in 1988, nor were Carol Moseley-Braun and Al Sharpton in 2004


